
Short-time existence and standard parabolic theory
1.Ouverture/Reminder

E
· incompressible, M

Viscous,

Newtorian fluid -milllll.ellltIIII.
· homogeneous in y-direction E L

Lubication approximation: asymptotic model for
vanishing aspect ratio c: 1->0

Le

start from Navier-Stokes system G = (u.r)

E
Re(b_4+(ü.0)) :- Ot+Wü in MC)

diri = O

Ch = O Onz= ge slip condition

Och +U Onh = O O1 z= h Kinemahieb.c.

ECE,+m = ok n · l == stress-balance



asymptotic expansion in 2:and Et0

oh +ox(Enduh) = 0 on Ch203

More generally, we get

·th+da(h"däh) = 0 in 9h20S ns1

Features

fourth-order equation
->no comparison principle (af. Otu+ Orn = d

↳ solutions that are initially positive ->see Talk 64
might not stay positive

· quasilinear equation
Och+h"Orth=-(oa h") dih

· degenerate - Parabolie
-> parabolicity ceases as hto



Remark: Porous medium equation
· Adding agen in Navier-Stokes system and

assuming geso

Ost-dalh"dah) =O

Thin-film equation or bounded domains 1 = (a,b)cR

->need two boundary conditions for closed system

1. Contact angle: pointtriple

surface tension equilibrium fixes · air

contactangle, e.g. Sina/(II/
I S

Oh=O on di ·did

2. No-flux condition through boundary:

0:Suttidda-Sochtidda:-Ja(hoh]d=-fhon dir
- M &

no: O or di



Summary: we want to study

dth toalh"duh) = O, tso, ner

dah = Oh = O, t10, xeorE h18,0
= hoso, sor

2. "Standard parabolic theory": analytic semigroups in a nutshell

Goal: short-time existence + maximal regularity
Method: Write equation as Cauchy problem

Och +ACh] h = FCh in M

E BCh7 = O on OR

ul0 =He

where Algih=g"o,th, BCh2= (oasein
#(h) == On(g4)Oh,

and use semigroup theory + fixed-point arguments



semigroups for bounded operators

carchy problem: A bounded operator on X

&zu + Au =O

I (0) = Vo

has solution uht):TI 4= St
A

vo

Note:

1.T10) = Id

3 ITA)2,0 is a

2)TCt+s):TITL) Nsitz,O

3.) limso T(H = x neX Cosemigroup

4) lo X:-Ax-A is the generate
of the senigroup

Recall: ettige" "(x+A)"di
Reminder:

S
8Bald toBnan di



Analytic semigroups
Fix unbounded operator

ADCA)cX ->X, DTA): X Benach space,

e.g. A giO" for ge CCE),920, XL(m);
DC) ~AYr

↓b..

Definition: Sectorial operator
~ C

· sector wt [it eg (-1)
zt ei

&
· resolvent bound: IICxA)"lop? Aw

-

8(A)

3

Definition: sectorial operators
zw

have a natural semigroup

Id
=tA

S t = OE⑰Se**CxAs"da, to
j

Remark: ettz2IN AtsO is a family of bounded
linear operators



Properties TH = ets

=tA t= O

1.Th forms strongly continuous semigroup (9Se (NAd*, no
(a)TC+sl =TIAITIsI,TI0)=Id

(b)lie TLEx = x
VeX

bo

2. -A is generator of Th

-An kneDC

3. smoothing property: observe:
(xtA)"maps X-DLA)

and DLA" ->D(AY)
=e'txeDCAY) VkeIN, tcO, xeX

4 e
-A

solves Carchy problem: etec(ladd: 1(a)

set_("eta, z0
5. eit has analytic extension e

-zA
to the sector [ars

and im Thr:
taeX if zeppco

=>-O



Definition
-A is infinitesional generator of analytic semigroup if

· Asatisfies 1. +5 for someo

HC): Goalk) = set of generators of analytic semigroups

Theeren (Hille) TFAE
· Act (X)
· A is sectorial

· SkeX,cScg(-A) and

IIA) "loo" t Flex, w

Carchy problem
&x(t) zAult) = O

Iab uld =Ko

has solution ult: etneCK0,diX + C"(106),DCAY) Vk

if YEDCA), then also ne ('(10,01; X)



inhomogeneous Carchy problem

S**(4 + Auct)
= q(6

uld = Ko

->variation -of-constants formula

aCH) = etA no ts etalsds



3. Thin-film equation as fixed-point problem
Recall that we had writter

Och +Ox(h"dh) = O

as the fixed-point problem

Och +ACh3h = F(n) inM

I Bn3 - O orof

h10) = ho

where AlgSh=g"O.Ph.

· Does Alg] generate an analytic semigroup an Lel?

If geC(20,5342) with g> O,
the yes

->normally elliptic + Lopatinski-Shapire condition

· can we find a fixed point inXHiSheC(los]: AYa)):
hn03?

Tahe noe HYr(e) with no2 0.

The for goXCT): AlgJeLip([aT] iH)



-> We
may use

variationof constants formula

-> Benach's fixed point therem

- obtain TO lever maximal

he C'Oit3; HYIMI) will haO an CaTe

But: semigroup
is infinitely smoothing

=) h is smooth on (o.t)e

(see more details e.g. in

Amam, Nanhomogeneous Linear and Quasilinea

Elliptic and Parabolic Boundary Value Problems)



4.Outlook

· strong solution concept fails, when solutions can become tero

->weak solution theory
Lest Ochtdald" dl) =O with yeC*(2) to obtain

Soth-Shidh a= O

· Idea: construct weak solutions by regularisation

↳int hits"naire regularisationdas
Energy-dissipation mechanism

SlOchHIda-9Lnital 109hald
is
obtained by testing the equation with on h



Questions:
· non-negativity of solutions?

· uniqueness 2

.
what happens at points, where h=0?



References
· for analytic semigroups

A. Lunardi, Analytic Semigroups and Optimal Regularily
in Parabolic Problems

· for quasilinear evolution equations, Lopahinski-Shapirg,...

H. Aman, Nanhomogeneous Linear and Quasilinea

Elliptic and Parabolic Boundary Value Problems)


